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Nonleptonic hyperon and tr decays are discussed in the nonrelativistic quark model and 
the SU(6) theory, where we consider the pole diagram for quark. the four-body weak current
current interaction J1 2J31 and the meson exchange interaction_ We assume two models, and 
can explain the experiments for parity-violating and parity-conserving amplitudes of nonleptonic 
hyperon decays. In particular the L1I = 1/2 rule is derived, though the weak current-current 
interaction J1

2
J3

1 does not satisfy £11 = 1/2. As to the decay of tr two models predict the different 
ratio of r(SJ~A+K) and r(SJ~S+ll). One is consistent with experiment, the other forbids 
SJ~A+K. 

§ I. Introduction 

The success of the SU(6) 1
) theory gives us some information on the structure 

of elementary particles. Nambu2
) proposed the naive idea that quite heavy quarks 

(or triplets) moving very slowly, are bound into baryon and meson by deep 
attractive potential. By our analysis of electromagnetic mass difference,3

) we 
have found that this model seems to be consistent. In this paper we consider 
nonleptonic hyperon decays along this line.*) We discuss this problem under 
the following assumptions: 

(i) Baryon-octet and -decuplet belong to 56-dimensional representation of 
SU(6). 

(ii) Quarks and antiquarks are bound into baryon and meson by a deep 
attractive potential (or superstrong interaction) which is mediated by some scalar 
SU(3) singlet meson.**) A small correction to the binding energy arises from 
the conventional meson exchange which will also play a role in the nonleptonic 
hyperon decays. 

(iii) The coupling between quarks and meson octet is SU(3) invariant. 

*) Many authors have discussed the nonleptonic decays from the SU(6) theoretical point o' view. 
See, K. Kawarabayashi, Phys. Rev. Letters 14 (1965), 86 and C. lso and M. Kato, Nuovo Cim. 37 
(1965), 1734. These group theoretical considerations are not sufficient to investigate the inner structure 
of baryon, and they have too many parameters to make definite prediction about nonleptonic hyperon 
decays. Even our result based on simple Feynman diagram contains the representations of large eli· 
mensions which are not considered in their articles. 

**) In the Figures of this paper we shall not write down explicitly the singlet scalar meson line 
which is responsible for superstrong interaction between quarks. 
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Nonleptonic Flyperon J)e(~ay in the Quark Model 955 

(iv) The weak spurion behaves like octet in SU(3), such as Ao. 
( v) Four-body weak current-current interaction exists between quarks and this 

current is of the V-A type (c.f. Figs. 2 and ;J.). One of the important consequences 
of this paper is that the L1 I= 1/2 rule for nonleptonic decays of hyperons is 
derived from the SU(3) group transformation properties of current-current inter
action of the J/J/ type, on the basis of the nonrelativistic quark model combined 
with the three-triplet model_4) This interesting fact is easily proved by the 
theorem of the nonrelativistic version of Fierz transformation (c.f. §3). Further
more, it is to be remarked . that the .d 1== 1/2 spurion for quark can also be 
derived from the contraction of current-current interaction <tfri <"frl<tfrT)o<tfra, or from 
the self-energy Feynman diagram in the case of the presence of intermediate 
vector meson. 

(vi) Some meson exchange diagrams between two quarks contribute to non
leptonic hyperon decays, i.e. by the Feynman diagram of one quark line with 
emission of pion and the other quark line with spuri.on, where meson is exchanged 
between two quark lines (see Fig. 3). 

In §2 we assume pole diagrams (Fig. 1) for one quark line, and assume 
that the other two quarks do not participate in the reaction. By pole diagram 
we mec..n the diagram, in which spurion and meson vertex lie on one quark line. 
But we find that we cannot explain the results of experiment in terms of the 
results (2 · 4) and (2 · 5), evaluated from the pole diagrams. In particular we 
are unable to obtain the parity-conserving amplitude for .S!. *) In §3, in addition 
to the pole diagram, we take into account the four-body weak current-current 
interaction between two quarks, one of which emits a meson, by preventing the 
third quark from participating in the reaction (Fig. 2). We obtain good res~lts 
(3 ·10) for the p.v. amplitude, but do not for the p.c. amplitude. The p.v. 
amplitude of this case satisfies the Lee-Sugawara relation") (3 ·11). Unfortunately 
the p.c. amplitude .S: does not vanish in this case, which contradicts the experi
ment (2 · 7). For the p.c. amplitude we must seek another diagram to explain 
the experiment. Therefore, in §4 (model I), we consider nonet scalar meson 
exchange diagrams (Fig. 3) instead of the four-body current-current interaction 
in §3, to explain the p.c. amplitude. Then we find that the pole diagram and 
the nonet scalar meson exchange diagram fairly well explain the experiments 
on the p.c. amplitude. In particular we obtain the vanishing p.c. amplitude of 
.s:, P(.S:) =0. We should mention that this nonet scalar meson exchange does 
not contribute to the p.v. amplitude in the nonrelativistic quark model. Using 
the above results, we can predict the decay ratio of SF, but this seems not to 
explain experiments, though the experiments are not conclusive. In §5 (model II), 
we give another more consistent solution, by taking into account the pole diagram 
(Fig. 1), the above mentioned four-body weak current-current interaction (Fig. 2), 

*) Hereafter parity-conserving amplitude will be abbreviated the p.c. amplitude, and parity violating 
amplitude the p.v. amplitude. 
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956 K. Miura and T. Minamikawa 

the four-body weak current-current interaction between two quarks accompanied 

with the emission of the meson by the third quark (Fig. 4) and the diagram in 

which spurion is attached to one quark line and the other emits the meson (Fig. 

5). In this case the decay ratio of tF seems to be consistent with experiment. 

We should remark that in nwdel II Figs. 4 and 5 do not contribute to the p. v. 

amplitude in our nonrelativistic model. 

Summarizing we have arrived at the conclusion that the pole diagram, the 

four-body weak current-current interaction (Figs. 2 and 4) and the diagram of 

Fig. 5 can explain the experiments for the p.v. and p.c. amplitudes. In the 

derivation of the p.v. amplitude we assume the negative (nonrelativistic) energy 

virtual quark line, while in the derivation of the p.c. amplitude we assume only 

the positive (nonrelativistic) energy virtual quark line. This situation resembles 

that of the derivation by current algebra.6
) In the derivation of the p.v. amplitude 

by current algebra we take into account the high energy contribution, but in the 

derivation of the p.c. amplitude we assume only low energy contribution. It is 

satisfactory that our nonrelativistic model, though crude, seems to provide a fairly 

satisfactory explanation for nonleptonic decays and especially for branching ratio 

of t[ decay7
) which could not be explained by current algebra. 

§ 2. Pole diagram 

We consider the nonleptonic hyperon decays in terms of the nonrelati vistic 

quark model and the SU(6) theory. These models, though quite crude, seem 

to give a consistent explanation of the low energy phenomena, in particular the 

static properties of baryon.1), 3
) In the first 

place, we take, as the simplest case, pole 

diagrams (Fig. 1). By the pole diagram, 

we mean the diagram, in which spurion 

and meson-emitting vertex lie on one 

quark line, and the other two quarks 

do not participate in the reaction.*) 

Only the diagram of Fig. 1 (a) 

contributes to the nonleptonic hyperon 

decays, because in the diagram of Fig. 

1 (b) a p10n 1s not emitted m the 

urlambda decay. For that reason we 
discuss only the diagram of Fig. 1 (a), 

and we obtain 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. These diagrams show the non

leptonic decay of one quark, together 

with quarks not participating in the 

reaction. Full (Dotted) line is quark 

(meson) line. Cross is the spurion. 

The scalar SU(3) singlet meson lines 

which are responsible for the super
strong interaction between quarks are 

not written explicitly. 

*) We do not consider a meson pole, but the contribution from meson pole with octet spurion or 

2-body weak vertex of quark is the same as the contribution of the quark pole, (2·1) and (2·2). The 

4-body weak interaction between quark and antiquark violates the 11 I= 1/2 rule. This term will be 

sma:l from the recent argument of Iizuka on the quark model. See, J. Iizuka, Prog. Theor. Phys. 35 

(1966), 117, 309. A detailed discussion of this problem will be given elsewhere. 
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(2·1) 

for the p.v. amplitude and 

-fCiA,JB,kC)JI~ (k' U) ro/(; 13,jB,kC) (2·2) 

for the p.c. amplitude, where o/c;A,Jn.kc) is the basis of 56-dimensional represen
tation of SU(6), i, j and k are the angular spin indices, and A, B and C are 
unitary spin indices. II~ represents meson octet. a is the spin matrix, and k 
is the momentum of a pion. Hereafter we shall omit all irrelevant kinematical 
factors in our paper. Substituting the SU(3) X SU(2) decomposition of 'o/'c;A,Jn,,c),8

) 

(2·3) 

into (2 ·1) and (2 · 2), we obtain the amplitudes for the nonleptonic hyperon 
decays 

; {(bHSb)- (bbDS)}xx (2·4) 

for the p.v. amplitude and 

~ {5(bTJSb) + (bbllS)} xk· ux (2·5) 

for the p.c. amplitude, where b: and deAne) represent baryon octet (J = 1/2+) and 
baryon decuplet (J = 3/2+) respectively, S is octet spurion. X; and Xc;M are the 

spin function of J=1/2 and of 3/2 respectively. The notation (biiSb) means 

trace with respect to SU(3) indices, i.e. (bTJSb) ==btJI~S~bg. Both our results 
(2 · 4) and (2 · 5) seem to be in conflict with experiment. (2 · 4) is fairly close 
to the experimental value, but (2 · 5) violently contradicts the experiment. The 
experimental values for the decay amplitudes9

) are given as follows: 

the p.v. amplitude ex: -0. 0142:!- 3. 3.St + 4.127:::: + 3. 3A~- 4.48: + 3. 38g (2 · 6) 

oc { -2(bllSb) +5(bb!IS)} xx (2 · 6') 

and 

the p;c. amplitude ex: 4.127! + 2.527t- 0.042:::: + 1.3A~ + 0.848::::- 0.568g 

ex: {5(bllSb) +4(bbiiS) -4(bS) (bJJ)} xk·ux. 

(2·7) 

(2. 7') 

When we get (2 · 7') from (2 · 7), we take account of the momentum dependence 
which is different for various hyperon decays. When we compare our result 
(2 · 5) for the p.c. amplitude with experiment (2 · 7'), we find that (2 · 5) predicts 
the vanishing p.c. amplitude 27! which considerably contradicts experiment. There
fore we cannot explain the experiments of nonleptonic hyperon decays only in 
terms of pole diagram. 
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§ 3. Four-body weak current-current interaction and 

parity-violating amplitude 

In § 2 we have found that the pole diagram is not sufficient to explain our 
problem. Next we assume, 

X/ --x 2 . 
3 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

besides the pole diagram, the 
following- four-body weak cur
rent-current interaction (shown 
in Fig. 2) between two quarks, 
one of which emits a meson, 
by making the third quark not 
participate in the reaction. Fig. 2. Diagrams of nonleptonic decay due to the four-

The interqction is given, 
1n terms of the V-A current, 
as follows: 

body weak current-current interaction between two 
quarks. The third quark does not participate in the 
reaction. 

(3·1) 

or m its nonrelativistic approximation, (3 ·1) 1s reduced to 

(3·2) 

and also "-]P( f) is reduced to u(u*). One of the important consequences of this 
paper is that, in our nonrelativistic quark model, (3·2) obeys the 111=1/2 rule, 
in spite of its SU(3) transformation property JiJ~ which seems to be (JI = 1/2)
violating at first sight. In order to prove this, we must invoke nonrelativistic 
quark model and three-triplet model_4) We assume that baryons are classified in 
(1, n), where (1, n) means the totally antisymmetric one-dimensional irreducible 
representation of SU' (3) and n-dimensional irreducible representation. of SU(3). 
In the three-triplet model, baryons are totally antisymmetric state with respect to 
SU' (3) and SU(3) tensor suffices and angular spin suffices. In the three-triplet 
model, (3 · 2) should be rewritten as follows: 

(3. 2') 

where a and fJ are SU' (3) tensor suffices and [uAa*, UesJ + = OAei3af3· 

Theorem. (3 · 2') obeys the 111 = 1/2 rule for the (1, n) state, or (3 · 2') effec
tively equals 

(3·3) 

for the (1, n) state. 

Proof. Using the nonrelativistic version of the Fierz transformation identity, 

~,. jl _ 2 ~i' ~jl _ ~i' ~jl 
(1, (Jj -- Uj Ui Uj Uj, (3·4) 

we obtain 
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Nonleptonic l-Iyperon Decay in the Quark Model 959. 

< (1, n) I (zt2a*uwzr13*uaa-- U2a*autaU18*auaa) I (1, n)) 

_ 2< (1 . ) 1 ( 2a* 18* -j 2a* 18* ) j (1 ) ) - , 1l U UtaU Ua/3 - U . UaBU Uta ., n , 

which Is effectively equal to 

2< (1, n) I (u2a*uta.U18*uaa- U2a*uaaU18*u1a) I (1, n) ), (3·5) 

because of the antisymmetric SU' (3) state of (1, n). (3 · 5) is easily shown to 
be 

2< (1 ) I ( 2a.* , AB* 2a* A8* ) 1 (1 ) ) , n U UAaU Uar3- U Uaa.U UAB , n . Q.E.D. 

Using (3 · 2') and pion-quark vertex uAa* (k ·a) U8all~~' we can establish the L1 I= 1/2 
p.c. amplitude for the nonleptonic hyperon decay. In a similar way we can 
prove the theorem corresponding to (3 · 3) for the p. v. amplitude by replacing 
one of u* (u) by the nonrelativistic antiquark spinor (v112)1r ((t12v*)1r). Using this 
corresponding theorem and pion-quark vertex ((v88112) 1rUAf3+u88*(t12VAs*) 1r)TI~:, we 
can also establish the 111=1/2 p.v. amplitude for the nonleptonic hyperon decay. 

Now we shall evaluate, usi~g Li1=1/2 obeying (3·2). We can obtain the 
p.v. and p.c. amplitudes from (3 · 2) or (3 · 3) as follows: 

~Tr.(i2,jB,kc)yA.fn -~Tr.(i2,jB,kC)ai'. ai'JIA.fn 
'f' B'j''(iA,j3,kC) 't' i j B'J'(i 1A,J'3,kC), 

.T .. Ci2.JB,kC)(k·a)~'lJA.In. _.T,.Ci2,j1B,kC)(J~'. [(k·a) 11]~'JIA.fn ·' 1 't' J B'J'(tA,J'3,kC) 't' I . J B'j''(t A,} 3,kC), 

corresponding to the diagram of Fig. 2 (a), 

,7r.(iA,jB,kC)n2 .In ,7r.(iA,jB,kC)(Ji1 (Jjl IJ2 .In 
't' A'J'(iB,}3,kC)- y· i ' j ' A'j'(i1B,}13,kC), 

,T .. (iA,jB,kC)(k·a)~'JI2.In. . _,T .. CiA,jB,kC)f'(k·a)a] i'a~'lJ2.r ... • 
y· t A'J'·(, 1B,J3,kC) 't' . r J A'j'(r 1 B,J 13,kC), 

corresponding to the diagram of Fig. 2 (b), and 

{ ,.Tr.(i2.jB,kC)lJA.In ,7r.(i2,jB.kC) i' l'JIA•fn } 
- 't' B'j'(iA,}3,kC)- y· (/; 'aj B'J'(i 1 A,}13,kC) , 

__:_ {,7r.(i2,jB.kC)(k. a) ~ 1JIA•fn . . _,Tn(i2,jB,kC) [a(k. a)] ~ 1 • a~'llA•fn. . } 
't' I B'J'(tA.J3,kC) 't' I J B'J'(,IA,;'3,kC) , 

(3·6) 

(3. 6') 

(3·7) 

(3. 7') 

(3·8) 

(3. 8') 

corresponding to the diagram of Fig~ 2 (c), where the minus signs of (3 · 8) and 
(3 · 8') are due to energy denominators. (3 · 6), (3 · 7) and (3 · 8) refer to the p.v. 
amplitude and (3·6'), (3·7') and (3·8') to the p.c. amplitude. We need not 
discuss the diagram of Fig. 2 (d), because of the same reason as in the diagram 
of Fig. 1(b). Substituting 'l/rc;A,Js,kc) given by (2·3) into (3·6), (~1·6'), (3·7), 
(3 · 7'), (3 · 8) and (3 · 8'), we get amplitudes for the nonleptonic hyperon decay 
as follows: 

+ [5 { (biibS) + (bSbll) + (bll Sb) - (bS) (bll)} - 4 (bbll S)] xx, 

~ {(bl!Sb)- (bSbli) + (bnbS) + (l-;S) (bTl)} ~:k·~x, 
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960 K. Miura and T. Minamikawa 

(bbiiS)xx, 

- ~ {(bbiiS) +2(biiSb)}xk·ax, 

-+ [5 {(bllbS) + (bSbll) + (biiSb)- (bS) (bll)} -4(bbiiS)] xx 

and 

-+ { (bllbS)- (biiSb)- (bSbll)- (bS) (bll)} xk· ax, 

corresponding to the order of terms from (3 · 6) to (3 · 8'). Summing up the 
above results, we obtain 

(bbiiS)xx (3· 9) 

for the p.v. amplitude and 

~ [2 (bS) (bll)- (bbll S)] xk ·ax (3. 9') 

for the p.c. amplitude. The first term in the square brackets of (3 · 9') is prefer
able for the .2 nonleptonic decay. We must add (3 · 9) to (2 · 4) for the p.v. 
amplitude and must add (3 · 9') to (2 · 5) for the p.c. amplitude. Thus we obtain 
for the p.v. amplitude 

the p.v. amplitude cc[ ~ {(bJISb)- (bbiiS)} +bt(bbiiS) Jxx 

=0.9 { -2 (bJISb) +5(bbTIS)} xx 

= {- 3.2l:(i + 4. 51::+ 3. 3A~- 2. 3Ag- 4. 48: + 3. 3E'g} XX (3·10) 

with a1 =- 5.4 and b1 = 2.7 and obtain for the p.c. amplitude 

the p.c. amplitude ex: [ ~ {5 (bll Sb) + (bbii S)} + ~2 {2 (bS) (bll)- (bbll S)} Jxk ·ax 

= -0.52 {5(biiSb) +4(bbiiS) -6(bS) (bll)}xk·ax (3·10') 

with az- -4.7 and bz=4.7, where a; and b; are the adjusting parameters to be 
fitted to the experimental value for the p.v. and p.c. amplitudes of A~ and B:. 
When we compare our results (3 · 10) and (3 ·10') with experiment, we find 
that the p.v. amplitude is in good agreement with experiment, but that the p.c. 
amplitude is not. For the p.v. amplitude we have also the Lee-Sugawara relation: 5

) 

A~+2E:=v3z;;, (3·11) 

which is an immediate consequence of odd-charge conjugation parity of V-A 
current-current interaction.10

) 
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§4. Model I for parity-conserving amplitude 

In § §2 and 3 it is shown that the pole diagram and the four-body weak 
current-current interaction give good results for the p.v. amplitude, but not for the 
p.c. amplitude. Consequently we must seek diagram which explains the experi
mental value o.f the p.c. amplitude but does not contribute to the p.v. amplitude. 
We find from calculation of the Feynman 
amplitude that scalar meson contributes 
only to the p.c. amplitude in nonrelativis
tic approximation. Hence we discuss the 
nonet scalar meson exchange diagra:m 
(shown in Fig. 3) between two quark lines, 
where a meson is emitted by one quark 
and spurion is attached to the other quark, 
and the third quark does not participate 
in the interaction. 

From Fig. 3, p.c. amplitudes are 

,.T.,(iA.jB, kC) (k U) FlJ2~r., 
y· ' j B'f' (i3,}1A,IIC), 

t--r t---1-/ 

{a) (b) 

r--r 
'· (d) (e) 

t-r 
(c) 

r-+ 
(f) 

_,.T.,(iA,JB,kC)(k, U)~'lJB~r.. . 
y· 1 . A'f'(i3,J1B,kC), 

,.T.,(i2,jB,kC) (k U) i'JIA~r .. (4·1) 

Fig. 3. Diagrams of nonleptonic decay 
due to nonet scalar meson exchange. 

- y· ' j B 'f' (iA,JI3,11C) 

and 

,.T.,(i2,jB,kC).(k U)i'JIB' ... r,. y· ' j 3 ':j'(iB,}1B',IIC), 

corresponding to the diagrams of Figs. 3(a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively, where 
we omit irrelevant kinematical factors as before and the minus signs of the second 
and third amplitudes of ( 4 ·1) result from the calculation of Feynman diagram. 
The fourth amplitude of ( 4 ·1) is neglected on account· of the same reason as 
mentioned for the diagram of Fig. 1 (b). The first, second, and third amplitudes 
of ( 4 ·1) are evaluated as follows: 

{
8 

{4(bnSb)- (bbTJS)}xk·ux, 

1
1
8 

{4(bS) (bTl) +2 (bJISb) + (bTibS) + (bSbH)}xk·ux 

and (4·1') 

1
1
8 

{- 4 (bTl Sb) - 2 (bS) (bTl) + (bSbTI) + (bJibS)} xk · ux , 

respectively. Summing up all the terms in ( 4 · 1'), we obtain 

1
1
8 

{4 (bS) (bTl) - 3 (bbTI S)} xk · ux (4·2) 
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effectively, where the following identity (4· 3) is used. As for observed nonlep
tonic hyperon decays, the following relation exists 

(bS) (bli)- (bliSb)- (bbliS) = (blibS) + (bSbli). (4·3) 

We add the meson exchange diagram (Fig. 3) to the pole diagram (Fig. 1). 
We find for the p.c. amplitude 

the p.c. amplitudeoc[ ~ {5(bliSb) + (bbJJS)} + f~ {4(bS)(bJJ) -3(bbJJS)} Jxk·aX 

= -0.52 {5(bliSb) +4(bbJJS) -4(bS) (bTl)} xk· ax 

= 4.0.2! + 2.8..St + 1.3A~- 0.92A~+ 0.848:::- 0.598~, ( 4 · 4) 

with as= -4.7, b3=9.4, where as and b3 are the adjusting parameters. We find 
that the agreement of (4·4) with experiment (2·7) is very good. We omit 
diagrams such as Figs. 3 (e) and (f), because these diagrams are considered as 
perturbation to the pole diagram (Fig. 1). · 

As baryon octet and baryon decuplet belong to the 56-dimensional represen
tation of SU(6),.we are able to predict the decay rates of tr~B0 +TI-, g--__g
+TI0 and g-~A+K- using the above results. We suppose that the contribution 
to the p.v. amplitude comes from the pole diagram and the four-body weak 
current-current interaction, and the contribution to the p.c. amplitude comes from 
the pole diagram and the nonet scalar meson exchange diagram. We thus obtain 
the p.c. amplitude of g- decay as follows: 

P(t2-~B0 +TI-) = .V 
3

2 (as+b3)X;Ejk(k·a)Z'xwk'), 

(4·5) 

and 

In a recent experiment11
) (13 events) the decays of Q~8+JJ and Q~A+K are 

found in seven and six events rerpectively. Hence ( 4 · 5) is inconsistent with ex
periment. We suppose that the g- decays as follows: 

g-~8*-(virtual state)~{~!if. (4·6) 

Then we obtain from the second process of ( 4 · 6) 

which seems to be consistent with the above mentioned experiment. 
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§ 5. Model II for paritygconserv:ing amplitude 

We present the other possibility of choosing diagrams to explain the p.c. ampli
tude. We consider the diagrams shown in Figs. 4 and 5, besides the pole dia
gram in § 2 and the four-body weak current-current in § 3. 

t 
Fig. 4. Diagrams of nonleptonic decay due to 

the four-body weak current-current inter
action of different kind from Fig. 2. A 
meson is emitted by the third quark. 

Fig. 5. Diagram of nonleptonic decay, in which 
spurion is attached to one quark line and 
the other emits a pion. 

The contributions of Figs. 4 and 5 are given by 

-fCiA.jZ,kC) (k. (J) ~' II1' 'o/c;' A',jiC,k3)- -fCiA,j2, kC) (k. (J) r ar. aZ' II~' 'o/Ci' At ,j1C,k'3) 

and 
,.'fr.(i2,jB,kC) (k ) j'JIB' ·'~ 
'r • (J j B 'J'·(;3,jfB1 ,kC), 

and m the same manner as § § 2, 3 and 4 we· obtain 

(biibS)xk·ax (5·1) 

and 

1~ { (bS) (bii)- (biiSb) -2(bbiiS) ·-6(biibS)}xk· ax (5·2) 

respectively, where the relation (4·3) is used. We obtain from (2·5), (3·9'), 
( 5 · 1) and ( 5 · 2) , 

the p.c. amplitude oc[ ~ {5(biiSb) + (bbTIS)} +-~- {2(bS)(bll)- (bbiiS)} 

+ c (biibS) + ~ { (bS) (bTl) - (bii Sb) - 2 (bbll S) - 6 (biibS)} ] xk ·ax. (5 · 3) 

Clearly we reproduce the experiment (2 · 7') from (5 · 3) with a: b: c: d = 
-4.0: 2.5: 2.4: 7.2. Then this model will be checked by the decay rate of tr. 
The ratio of r (!J~ A+ K) and r (!J~E +II) is evaluated in a way similar to 

model I: 

(5·4) 
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hence 

K. Miura and T. Minamikawa 

r(!r~E+II) 
r(tr~A+K) 

I _l_a I 2 + I ,I 2 a 12 
3 3 

1_/2 
b+ _;_dj 2 

v 3 2v 3 

k'1r Ms MM~ ~o.64. 
kk Mo ,. 

(5·5) 

Our result (5 · 5) seems to be consistent with experiment mentioned in § 4. It 
is to be noticed that Figs. 4 and 5 do not contribute to the p.v. decay. Thus 
model II is more consistent than model I. Using the experimental value of 
.E! and Eqs. (5 · 4), we find that the life time of !r is given by 

t' (!r) ~o.2 x 10-10sec, (5·6) 

which seems to be inconsistent with experiment t"(!r) = (1.5+0.5) X l0-10 sec. 
This is only our weak point for model II. 

§ 6. Discussion 

The nonrelativistic quark model and the SU(6) theory can successfully ex
plain the various static properties of baryon, such as Cabbibo current (F-D ratio), 
anomalous magnetic moment, electromagnetic mass difference, and Gell-Mann-Okubo 
mass formula. It is quite an important task to test our model by other pheno
mena. We have attempted at the explanation of nonleptonic hyperon decay. In 
spite of this more complicated process, compared to the above mentioned static 
properties, we have managed to interpret the nonleptonic hyperon decay ampli
tude in terms of the nonrelativistic quark model and the SU(6) theory. In §§2, 
3, 4 and 5 we have shown that the main contribution to the p. v. amplitude 
comes from the pole diagram and the four-body weak current-current interaction, 
and the main contribution to the p.c. amplitude comes from the pole diagram and 
the meson exchange diagram in model I or from the pole diagram, the four
body weak current-current interaction, and those diagrams of Figs. 4 and 5 in 
model II. One of the interesting results in § 3 is the demonstration of the 
proof of the J I= 1/2 rule from the JiJ~ current-current interaction, on the 
basis of nonrelativistic quark model and three-triplet model. Model II is more 
consistent than model I, in disregard of the usual meson exchange, ·and is 
preferable for the explanation of experiment. Not only our results seem to 
agree with the result of the method of current algebra, but our model can be 
considered as a realistic embodiment of an abstract current algebra method. Fur
ther, what is to be emphasized is that the result of model. II can explain the 
decay ratio r(Q~E+II)/r(Q~A+K) which could not be explained- by current 
algebra. Final1y it is to be remarked that we assume the applicability of the 
Feynman diagram method to quark. 
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